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� Introduction

Knowledge based systems �KBS have been a commercially viable technology for
over a decade now� As a result of their growing use
 users and managers have
demanded that KBS be veri�able
 maintainable and repeatable� This has led to
the development of a number of systematic methods which formalise and direct the
knowledge engineering process� A survey of current methods can be found in ����

The most widely known methodology in the UK � Europe is the KADS method�
ology� KADS views knowledge engineering as a modelling process ���� a series of
models are developed to represent di�erent aspects of the knowledge engineering
process� One of the models suggested by KADS is the model of cooperation� This
model is used to help in identifying potential KBS applications� The model of
cooperation models the processes involved in a real�world problem solving task

identifying the subtasks involved and the inputs and outputs of each subtask� Once
this process model has been drawn up� it is used to identify subtasks which could
be carried out by a KBS
 or by a KBS and user working together� For example
 if
the real world problem�solving task was the preparation of a meal
 then the model
of cooperation would closely resemble Figure ��

When the model of cooperation has identi�ed potential KBS applications �i�e�
those tasks which are identi�ed as �system roles� in the model of cooperation

each potential application should be subjected to a feasibility study to determine
if it is indeed appropriate to introduce a KBS to ful�l that task�

Once a KBS application has been chosen
 KADS recommends further models
for analysis and design of the KBS
 with the model of cooperation providing details
of inputs to and outputs from the KBS� However
 the experience of many KBS
developers has been that the respective roles of the system and user need to be
analysed at a more detailed level� not only between problem�solving tasks
 but
also within a single problem�solving task� �

What is needed is a variant of the model of cooperation which analyses the
inputs and outputs within a single problem�solving task� The purpose of this article
is to describe such a model
 and to demonstrate its usefulness� This model is termed
the model of interaction�

� The model of interaction

The model of interaction can be used in conjunction with any methodology �or in
isolation
 although it is derived from
 and �ts particularly well with
 the KADS
methodology� The procedure used to develop the model of interaction is a simple

�The KADS�II project is extending the analysis of cooperation to be more wide�ranging� but

the focus is still on between�task analysis�
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three�step procedure which is very similar to procedures used for the development
of the model of cooperation�
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Figure �� Model of cooperation for the preparation of a meal �from ���

��� Developing the model of interaction

� Step � is to draw up an ordered list of the di�erent subtasks which a KBS
must perform in order to ful�l its problem�solving task� If KADS is being
used
 this list is provided by the task structure
 which is developed as part of
the analysis of acquired knowledge� An example of a task structure is given
below� it is drawn from a KBS which helps civil engineers to check the design
of a building against British standards�
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task assessing�building�against�British�standards

goal check that a building design conforms to British standards

task structure

assessing�building�against�British�standards�results of checks�

obtain�numerical description of building�

transform�numerical description � model of the building�

select�a check to perform�

obtain�any further information required for that check�

match�model of building � standards relevant to the chosen check � result
of check�

report�results of check�

� Step � is to identify the dependencies between subtasks i�e� the inputs and
outputs of each subtask� Any I�O with external databases
 �les
 the user
 or
other sources of information should also be noted�

� Step � is to decide which subtasks will be performed by the KBS
 which by
the user
 and which by the KBS and user together� This �nal model can be
represented in a diagram
 as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Model of interaction for the KBS which checks the design of a
building against British standards
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��� Bene�ts of the model of interaction

What are the bene�ts of the model of interaction� At the very least
 it serves as a
useful aide memoire for the designer of the I�O components of the KBS
 both for
the inputs � outputs of the KBS as a whole
 and for any I�O which occurs within
the KBS� The model of interaction is at its most useful when it is used to identify
that one or more subtasks should be carried out by the user of the KBS� if this is
so
 the design of the KBS may be radically a�ected� An excellent example of this
comes from a project carried out by aiai for an insurance company� The task of
the KBS was to identify errors on forms� the task structure is shown below�

task identify�errors�on�forms
goal check each �eld on a form against its predicted value to identify errors made

when �lling in the form
control�terms

�elds � set of all �elds on the form
task structure

identify�errors�on�forms�classi�ed�errors�
decompose�form� �elds�
do for each �eld � �elds

specify�expected value�
read�actual value�
match�actual value � expected value � mismatches�
classify�errors � classi�ed�errors�

It was decided that the forms would not actually be input into the KBS� instead

the KBS would advise the user on �elds to check
 and the user would perform the
actual checks� In the terminology of the model of interaction
 the match subtask
would be carried out by the user
 as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Model of interaction for the form processing KBS

The e�ects of assigning the matching task to the user were immense� KBS
designers often use production rules to implement matching tasks� but
 with the
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matching task being performed by the user
 it was decided that the forms processing
KBS could be developed entirely using object�oriented programming�

If KADS is being used
 the model of interaction should be used as an input
to the functional decomposition stage of KBS design� The model of interaction is
most useful in a KADS�based project when a KBS is designed to handle di�erent
modes of interaction based on the same inference structure� For example
 a KBS
may allow users either to volunteer information or to be prompted for the same
information� Many users of KADS associate an inference structure with a single
task structure
 and by implication with a single mode of interaction� The model of
interaction explicitly represents the fact that one inference structure can be open
to multiple modes of interaction�

The model of interaction is also useful in helping the knowledge engineer identify
omissions from the task structure�

� Worked example

��� Task structure

A model of interaction was developed as part of a recent AIAI project� The project
was to assist a small manufacturing company to build a KBS for diagnosing faults
in plastic moulding machinery ���� The KADS analysis was based on an inference
structure for systematic diagnosis� the task structure was as follows�

task diagnose�contamination�problem

goal diagnose the cause of contamination in plastic mouldings
control�terms

Possible tests � the set of all possible tests
Possible faults � the set of all possible faults
Expected results of tests � the set of expected results on each Possible test for each

Possible fault
Related tests � the set of all tests which can be performed at the same time as the

chosen test
Hypotheses � the set of all suspected faults
task structure

diagnose�contamination�problem �symptom � Possible faults � Possible tests �
Expected results of tests � conclusion�

obtain �symptom�
identify �symptom � Possible faults � Hypotheses�
if �only one hypothesis in Hypotheses� then report �conclusion�
select���

for each test in Possible tests do
compute �time required for test � cost of test�
compute �likelihood of associated hypothesis�hypotheses � information

value of test�
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compute �cost of test � information value of test � utility value of test�
select �test with highest utility value � recommended�test�

obtain �user	s choice of test � chosen test�
update �chosen test � log �le of tests performed�
update�� �chosen test � state of the machine�
report �changes to be made�
perform �chosen test � result of chosen test�
for each related test in Related tests do

inform user of related test
obtain �user	s choice of test � chosen test�
perform �chosen test � result of chosen test�

for each hypothesis in Hypotheses do
compare �result of chosen test�s� with expected result for that hypothesis �

hypothesis con�rmed�ruled out�still suspected�
update �Hypotheses � hypothesis con�rmed�ruled out� revised Hypotheses�

This task structure is more complicated than the examples presented above�
however
 with �� knowledge roles �within parentheses and �	 inference actions �in
bold font as well as a number of interface�related actions �in italic font
 it is not
exceptionally large for a commercial KBS project�

��� Model of interaction

The model of interaction for this KBS is shown below� The model was built up in
three stages
 which are shown in the following three diagrams�
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Figure �� The task structure in graphical form
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Figure �� The task structure showing dependencies and user I�O

The main decision made when developing the model of interaction for this sys�
tem was that the selection of a test to perform would be done by the KBS and
user in conjunction
 rather than by the KBS alone� in other words
 the KBS would
recommend a test to perform
 but the user would be free to reject the recommen�
dation� This is indicated by the medium grey shading of select test to perform

on the following diagram�
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Figure �� The model of interaction
 with tasks assigned to di�erent agents

��� Evaluation of the model of interaction on this project

Using a model of interaction was bene�cial on this project
 because it clari�ed
the need for a decision about who would perform the selection of tests� It also
proved useful in identifying all the interface�related actions which needed to be
performed� while the task structure speci�ed actions such as �inform user�
 the
model of interaction notes every occasion when the user needs to be consulted� This
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information is useful in the design phase of KBS development �cf� the �cooperation
functions� in the functional decomposition stage of the KADS design phase�
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Figure 	� Simpli�ed model of interaction for diagnosing faults in machinery

However
 it is obvious that the model of interaction for this project contains too
much information to be easily comprehensible by anyone except the developer of
the model� This reduces one of the major advantages of a methodological approach
to KBS development � that of producing good documentation of design decisions
made during the development of a KBS� As a result
 it is proposed that the model
of interaction is simpli�ed before it is delivered to anyone outside the project� The
suggested simpli�cation is to remove the arrows representing dependencies from
the �nal model� while these dependencies provide useful information to the KBS
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developer
 few external readers are likely to be interested in such a low level of detail

especially since it is represented in other models in KADS
 or similar methods� The
resulting simpli�ed model for this project can be seen in Figure ��

� Conclusion

The model of interaction provides a method for modelling the respective roles of
a KBS and its users within a single problem solving task
 which has proved useful
in identifying important decisions on more than one occasion� It is derived from
the model of cooperation proposed by the KADS methodology
 although it can be
used in conjunction with any methodology
 or in isolation� It provides a useful
aide memoire for KBS designers
 and its use may identify factors which have major
implications for the design of the KBS� The model can become complicated
 and so
it is recommended that dependency information is removed from the model before
presenting it to external readers�
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